Press Release
At CommunicAsia 2018, Paradise Announces Two New Compact, Outdoor SSPAs with
Industry-leading High Power Density
500W C-Band SSPA and 300W Ku-Band SSPA Ideal for Broadband-Multicarrier Applications

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA – June 25, 2018 – This week at CommunicAsia 2018, Teledyne Paradise Datacom, a
business unit of the Teledyne Defense Electronics Group, will be unveiling two new outdoor Solid State Power
Amplifiers (SSPAs) featuring unsurpassed power density and compact size. Visit Paradise at Stand 1Q2-08 on
Level 1 of the show.
The first amplifier is a 500W C-Band SSPA that delivers 0.40 Watts per cubic inch. The second unit is a 300W
Ku-Band SSPA that provides 0.24 Watts per cubic inch. Both compact outdoor SSPAs have a total footprint of
1268 cubic inches with dimensions of 19.5 x 10.0 x 6.5 inches and a base unit weight of 44 lbs (20 kg).
The new SSPAs are both CE and MIL-461 compliant, and can also be used in popular “Outdoor PowerMAX”
modular systems from Paradise. PowerMAX systems provide soft-fail redundancy and high reliability, and their
High MTBF and low MTTR make these systems a perfect fit for high power installations.
These Compact Outdoor SSPAs have a long history of robust operation in demanding environments. Having
these higher power levels available in a legacy package allows easy RF power upgrades for existing antenna and
hub designs. The higher linear power allows offshore maritime customers to better maximize satellite bandwidth
for higher data throughput.
Stephen Turner, Vice President of Engineering (High Power Amplifiers) for Paradise, commented, “Our goal has
always been to deliver the highest usable, linear power for our customers. Utilizing second generation GaN
technology, these new SSPAs are very well suited for broadband-multicarrier operation.”
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